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Abstract
In this paper, we propose Radial History Flow, which enhances History Flow by enabling comparison of author
dynamics shown in the revision histories of Wikipedia articles. The key objective of this study is to unravel the
complex relationships among the authors by linking two authors when one has a history of revising the other’s
contribution on the article. Using the revision history dataset of the Wikipedia article on ‘electric energy’, we
perform a case study and demonstrate the feasibility of Radial History Flow.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g.,HCI)]: General—

1. Introduction

Through information technology, Crowd Capital perspective
has introduced a new type of human interaction that accu-
mulates marginal efforts of the internet community into an
united and easily accessible commodity [PS13]. Wikipedia
is one of the well-known Crowd Capitals, and it has gathered
public knowledge into a single and well-structured encyclo-
pedia [LC01]. Although Wikipedia is known to be mostly
reliable, the contents built by an anonymous crowd has the
fundamental issue of possible conflicts among the contribu-
tors. Furthermore, it is often difficult to track the dynamics
of revision histories that result in the current Wikipedia page.

History Flow [VWD04] attempts to alleviate this problem
by visualizing the revisions of a Wikipedia article by lay-
ing out the revision records in a chronological order. History
Flow allows tracking of overall collaboration patterns of the
edits, and highlights prominent user behaviours that are dif-
ficult to detect otherwise. When the collaboration dynamics
become sufficiently complicated, however, it is difficult to
identify who has revised which part of the article or to deter-
mine whose contribution has been revised.

In this paper, we aim to enhance History Flow to allow for
a further comparison of contributor dynamics and Wikipedia
edit histories. We introduce Radial History Flow which uses
the mechanism of Friend Wheel [HSS10] that shows the re-
lationship between different objects by drawing a link be-
tween the related nodes in a circular layout. The key objec-

tive of the enhancement is to unravel the complex relation-
ships among the authors by linking two authors when one
has a history of revising the other’s contribution on the arti-
cle.

2. Data Source

We use the dataset of the Wikipedia article on ‘electric en-
ergy’ collected from 2012 to 2014 [EE114]. Over the three
year period, 150 major revisions had been performed. We
use this log data to visualize the general flow of revision his-
tory, where we lay out each version sequentially.

3. Radial History Flow

3.1. Modifications

Figure 1: (a) History Flow mechanism (b) Radial History
Flow mechanism
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Figure 1 (a) shows the well-known History Flow and Fig-
ure 1 (b) shows the proposed Radial History Flow. Radial
History Flow displays how the article has been edited in a
circular, instead of a linear, layout. The vertical lines in His-
tory Flow become the radial boundaries in Radial History
Flow. Each radial boundary is then used to represent an indi-
vidual version of the article. Every author is assigned with a
unique colour, and a dot positioned below each radial bound-
ary is chosen to have the colour of the author who invoked
that version of the article. For example, the colour of the dot
underneath the version 4 radial boundary is blue, indicating
that the author assigned with the colour blue edited the arti-
cle of the version 3.

3.2. Main Feature

Radial History Flow enables the user to explore the connec-
tions among the contributors. The user can hover the mouse
on the flow segment created by an author of the interest, and
investigate the cooperating or conflicting revisions relevant
to the author. For instance, the lines A1 and A2 in Figure
2 indicate that the contributor of version 22 edited the re-
visions made in version 14 and 16. Similarly, the line B in
Figure 2 shows that the contribution of version 22 was edited
by the contributor of the version 24.

Figure 2: The two lines A1 and A2 indicate the revision
histories of an author on other authors’ works. The single
line B indicates the revision histories of another author on
to the contributions made by the author of interest.

3.3. Additional Features

Radial History Flow provides a variety of features to facil-
itate the exploration of revision history. First, the user can
adjust the scale of the visualization to control the heights of
the flow segments and examine the details. Radial History
Flow also allows the user to reset the starting point and the
ending point of the History Flow. Since these two versions
are positioned adjacent to each other, the user can directly
compare the two versions of the article. These two versions

Figure 3: Out of 150 versions of Wikipedia article on ’elec-
tric energy’, we have selected version 5 as the starting point
and version 34 as the ending point.

are positioned at the 12 o’clock position in Figure 3, but in
general they can be moved to any other position.

4. Case Study

To examine the feasibility of Radial History Flow, we
performed a case study on the revsion dynamics of the
Wikipedia article on ‘electric energy’. Out of 150 versions
of Wikipedia article on ‘electric energy’, we have selected
version 5 as the starting point and version 34 as the ending
point.

As shown in Figure 3, the part written by Gzuckier is high-
lighted in red colour and a number of lines are drawn to in-
dicate how the person’s works are related to other authors’
works. Using the conjugated links in the layout, we can rec-
ognize that Gzuckier started participating from version 26
and edited the works of version 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24,
and 25. Unlike all the other links connected to the version
26, the one particular link that bridges version 26 and ver-
sion 32 indicates that Gzuckier’s contribution in version 26
was edited by another author in version 32.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose Radial History Flow, that uses the
revision history dataset of Wikipedia. Radial History Flow
draws a link between the two dots that represent the two edit-
ing authors to indicate that one author has edited the other
author’s work. Therefore, it enables the user to unveil the
complex relationships among the authors, clarifying who has
edited whose portion of the article. Our next steps will be to
further generalize Radial History Flow in such a way that it
can be applied to a wider range of edit history datasets.
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